Abstract.
(2) 2D-faD-S* + Q) is p.d. in 3ä(2tt>). (1) D=Dl*\ i.e., Dis H-s.a. (2)) to see that A is H-s.a.
We contend that hypotheses (1), (2), (3) above coincide with corresponding hypotheses (1), (2), (3) Proof. In Theorem 4.1, set S=-E, Q=-E* and faX)=W*XW for all Xe ¿8(3/1?). Since hypotheses (1) and (3) Proof.
Let the order isomorphism <£m be defined by <pai(X)=(oll2X for all X e 0S(¿^). A-B*>0=>PiA-1B)<l.
We extend Theorem 5.5' to A, Be 35^) for arbitrary Hubert space «3f and obtain the converse statement as well. 5+ piA-xB) < 1 (Theorem 3.1).
